English Paper Piecing Workshop with Missie Carpenter

The project for this class is the table runner titled Grannie’s Flowers, which finishes at 24” x 14”.
During this workshop you will learn to do English Paper Piecing basting using Missie’s unique
Starch Basting Technique. We will also touch on other ways to baste if anyone is interested. I
want students to come away from class enjoying EPP, no matter which way you end up liking…
Students will learn to sew the hexies together with invisible stitches and also touch on sewing
them by machine.
A $5.00 Required kit contains the needles, thread and other items I want you to learn with during
the class.
A fabric Kit is available and recommended for $45.00. Please pre order so I bring enough kits.
Email missie@traditionalprimitives.com
Supplies to bring… We will be focusing on techniques and will mainly be working on Hexies in
the workshop. Colors used in my sample are two tones of red, gold, green, two blues, and a
variety of browns. Full Fabric requirements for the runner will be listed on the pattern provided.
If not purchasing a fabric kit, please bring the following fabrics to the workshop.
Red, Medium Blue, Green- 8” x 24 each
Light Blue, Dark Gold, Rusty Red - 4” x 12” each
Golds- 14” x 4” Total scrappy golds
Browns- 10” x 22” Total scrappy browns
I will bring along my products-Fingertip Stiletto, Starch Brush, Premium Quilting Starch, Premium
Freezer Paper, Clover basic mini iron, Hexie Shaped Pressing Mat and thread that I sell if you are
interested in these items. The items I developed are especially helpful for this technique and make
a huge difference in the success. Other supplies needed are fabric scissors, paper scissors, pencil
or pen, thimble if needed, extension cord, mini iron with 1” surface, and portable ironing surface
(if you have these last two). If you are not purchasing my Starch Brush and Fingertip Stiletto
bring a small bowl, cheap small artists paint brush, starch and a stiletto if you already have
them. Do not buy any brand but Traditional Primitives ahead of class specifically for this class.
I will also bring all the other items folks love to purchase at workshops that pertain to EPP.
Contact me by email at missie@traditionalprimitives.com or call 515-321-3163
Web Site www.traditionalprimitives.com

